
Bernard Gee finds cost-effective tax and  
accounts software with PTP

Bernard Gee & Co, 
based in Oldham, 
serves a client base of 
companies, personal 
clients and trusts. Sole 
practitioner Bernard 
Gee has been an 
accountant for nearly 
fifty years and has 
seen many changes in 
the profession

The latest challenge for the practice 
this year has been preparing for iXBRL 
reporting, the new technological standard 
demanded by HMRC.

Choosing PTP
In his long career, Bernard has encountered 
several software providers. Like many 
accountants, in choosing software he seeks 
the right balance between functionality and 
ease of use, needing a pricing model that 
matches his usage and client base. 

Bernard points out, “If, for example, a tax 
product supports an unlimited number 
of client returns but is expensive, then it 
isn’t appropriate for the smaller practice, 
however good the quality of the software.”
He has found the pricing model offered by 
PTP matches his requirements. PTP allows 
accountants to step up through incremental 
bands, so if they can start with the level that 
suits their practice and simply purchase 
more coverage if they grow their client base. 
“I can pitch PTP to my practice,”  
says Bernard. 

He goes on to comment: “In the search for 
the right solution I did try another software 
provider but just couldn’t get on with the 
software. I managed to negotiate a refund 
and started using PTP in spring 2011.”
 
Having a cost-effective solution that’s right 
for his practice hasn’t required Bernard 
to compromise on support. He says, 
“Whenever I’ve emailed the PTP Support 
team, they’ve handled my query very 
efficiently.” 

Bernard Gee & Co
Case study

“PTP has been ahead of 
the crowd in ensuring 
that it’s fully compliant 
on the iXBRL front. As a 
practice owner, I find that 
very reassuring.”

Call 0844 815 5555, email practicesales@iris.co.uk or visit www.iris.co.uk for more information

iXBRL compliance
As he prepares to produce client tax returns 
and accounts for iXBRL filing for the first 
time this year, Bernard is satisfied that his 
new software will help him to fulfil statutory 
requirements: “PTP has been ahead of the 
crowd in ensuring that it’s fully compliant on 
the iXBRL front. As a practice owner, I find 
that very reassuring.”

Solution summary
■■ A flexible pricing model to  

 match usage

■■ An iXBRL compliant solution  
 for tax and accounts

■■ Responsive support from PTP 
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